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Abstract 

 Motivation and innovativeness are both included in the complex business processes that 

organizations need to use to ensure value to customers. There are circumstances where 

innovativeness is required, companies need the participation of their employees for a successful 

execution. Employee innovativeness is required to ensure successful service delivery. The 

employees may have the ability, knowledge, and skills but few may be willing to do more than 

what their tasks require them to do. The willingness of employees to be innovative highly 

depends on the factors that motivate them. In the current study, it is aimed to examine the ways 

motivation affects innovativeness in service industries. A review of literatures is performed to 

gain insights on the concepts of motivation and innovativeness and to examine the relationship 

that exist between the concepts. Results from the current study is significant since the existing 

literature is providing only a few number of articles referring to the relationship of motivation 

factors to quality services delivery and its effects on organizational progress. Even today, there is 

no significant progress on the literature with refers to innovativeness within the service industry. 

The current study will show there is a gap in this area which may lead to further studies related 

to the field. 
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1.	INTRODUCTION	
 

1.1 Key	definitions	
 

Motivation and innovativeness are both used in the complex business processes that 

organizations need to use to ensure value to customers. In managing employees motivation is a 

key factor of performance and productivity. There are different methods of motivating 

employees to work towards the organization’s common goal. One best way is to criticize orally 

and to praise in writing (Lauby 2005: 1). One important factor in employee motivation is the 

needs which motivate them. Different individuals are motivated by their respective needs 

including power and money. Some also desire for appreciation and some just want to work on 

their own. For managers it is crucial to find ways of knowing each of the employees and find 

strategies of motivating them.  

 Motivation is defined as a psychological force that shows the behavior of an individual, 

the individual’s level of effort, and the individual’s level of stubbornness when faced with 

performance barriers. Motivating employees is especially difficult in certain circumstances 

where innovativeness is required for the employees to complete a job. Innovativeness is the act 

of integrating creativity, originality, imagination, and resourcefulness to an attempt to promote 

quality and success. For most organizations, innovativeness of employees is used as an important 

driving factor of competitive advantage and financial growth (Kumar & Uzkurt 2009: 2). There 

are quite a few numbers of how innovativeness can be manifested. In this study, innovativeness 

is taken from the perspective of employees in the service industry. With the ever-changing 

technological aspect of an organization brought about by never-ending global advancement in 

technology, employees are faced with the need to adopt new ideas every now and then. 
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Organizations also have the compulsorily need to adapt to new ideas to cope with the modern 

need of the society. The issue is widely spread among the companies in the service industry. 

 Companies desire for competitiveness within their organization which is illustrated in the 

innovativeness among the employees. To develop the innovativeness of employees, companies 

often hold trainings to inspire the qualities that employees should possess to be innovative 

(Kumar & Uzkurt 2009: 2). Studies on innovativeness have focused on contexts where it is 

applicable like inventions, adoption of technology innovation, consumer new product purchase, 

and product and process innovations. In the current study, innovativeness in the service industry 

will be analyzed to see the effects of motivation. 

 

1.2 Background	of	the	Problem	
 

Motivation and innovativeness always come together. Motivation is the act of encouragement to 

an individual while innovativeness is the act of integrating something new and original in a 

service. When considered together in an organization, the concept of motivation and 

innovativeness refers to the act of encouraging the employees to  adapt to innovation and be 

creative or imaginative when performing their tasks. To be innovative, the employees need to be 

motivated. Together with the pressure for companies to design innovative products and services 

to fit the needs and wants of their customers is the pressure for them to manage their employees 

in the implementation of such innovative ideas (Cadwallader, Jarvis, Bitner, & Ostrom 2009: 

219). 

 Today’s businesses are faced with simultaneous challenges of being innovative and 

implementation of innovative ideas. Academics as well as the professionals believe that the most 
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important driving factor of growth and competitive success of business organizations is 

innovativeness. However, empirical research and managerial experiences produced results that 

most innovations without proper implementation are likely to fail. In the study of Harvard 

Business School of companies belonging to the Fortune 100, it was revealed that in every $1 

billion cost of initiatives conducted in their recent 15-year period of operations, only 30% 

exceeded their cost of capital and 50% resulted to the improvement of market prices of their 

shares (Cadwallader, Jarvis, Bitner, & Ostrom 2009: 219). It is interesting to know that 

innovative ideas produced are where most companies fail to adapt to such innovations. In fact the 

success rate of businesses in adopting innovative ideas is only around 4% (Denning & Dunham 

2010). These statistics indicate that companies are required to demonstrate their ability to gain 

successful results from their innovative strategies. Innovative ideas are overwhelming but 

companies waste too much time and resources in choosing which will likely be successful. 

Furthermore, when companies have chosen which idea to pursue, they are faced by the problem 

of execution. Companies often fail the need for providing incentives for every successful 

innovative leadership showed by their employees. The problem is some employees are less 

motivated to be creative when doing their tasks. In this case it can be thought that companies in 

the service industry fail to succeed in providing quality service and achieving satisfied customers 

since their strategies are implemented incorrectly as caused by lack of motivation among the 

employees. The role of motivation is crucial in implementing innovativeness since it represent 

the willingness of the employees to perform and long for quality of service. 

 The success of achieving innovativeness heavily depends on execution and creativeness 

of the people intended to perform a service. Whatever innovative idea is chosen, organizations 

have the opportunity to make it succeed through proper execution. Most important factor to 
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consider is the employees since they are the ones that represent the organization and they are 

responsible for the performance of business processes. In implementing a new ambition, the 

employees are also the primary affected individuals. Problem will arise when the employees lack 

motivation in performing tasks that are new to them and in integrating new ideas in the 

improvement of their jobs. 

 Effective execution of an innovation initiative is the task of the employees. Keeping 

employees motivated during these company situations is important especially when the issue is 

affected by economic downturns. Other factors also exist in the workplace that impact employee 

motivation. When economic downturns and also expect the need for innovativeness, companies 

usually face certain turning points in their business operations and the most common strategy 

they take is reduction of workforce. The remaining employees take greater amounts of tasks 

which may interrupt their motivation level. When managers become fully focused of cutting 

costs and firing employees, there is a chance that they neglect re-motivation of the remaining 

ones (Holland 2008: BU8). 

 

1.3 Research	question	
 

The relationship between employee motivation and innovativeness is the focus of the current 

study. Existing studies in the literature has focused on innovation and its effects to the employees 

but there is still a vague concept with regards to employee motivation in form of innovation and 

in cases where innovativeness is required to produce good results. The objective of this study is 

to explain and gain understanding of management of motivation and innovativeness within the 

service industry.  
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Through research and data analysis, this paper aims to answer the following research 

question: how is innovativeness motivated in an organization of service industries? 

 At the end of the study, the research questions that are set at the start will be answered. It 

is expected that the relationship between employee motivation and innovation within the IT 

organizations is thoroughly discussed and explained. Discussions shall include understanding 

employee motivations management, motivation strategies, driving factors of motivation, and 

managerial characteristics needed for successful motivation and innovation management. 

 

1.4 Research	objective	
 

The purpose of this study is to develop models describing, analyzing, and conceptualizing the 

relationship of employee motivation to innovativeness from the perspective of organizations in 

the service industry. The study of motivation and its effect on innovativeness among the 

employees and performance of service is important since the service industry is in an 

environment where the employees are seen by the customers as the organization itself. The 

employees represent the service organization in everything they do and it is important that 

managers are aware of organizational issues relevant to motivation in order to implement 

strategies that encourage employees to be creative and imaginative in doing their jobs. To be 

innovative, employees need sufficient motivation to perform and willingness to share their 

creativity. Studying motivation and its effect on innovativeness and performance is important to 

study since poor motivation and lack of skills in core management team leading processes of 

innovativeness are the usual cause of failures of most organizational efforts in ensuring service 

quality and customer satisfaction. Existing theoretical concepts and frameworks are explored and 

related to the service industry. Such existing theoretical concepts and frameworks shall serve as 
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basis for the development of a preliminary theory that will be confirmed at the conclusion of 

research. Exploration of the topic will bring the researcher to familiarity with the issues faced by 

organizations in conducting innovative initiatives and the contribution that employee motivation 

strategies can make to resolve such issues. Results from the exploration of the current knowledge 

will lead to the possibility of conducting further, more extensive and deeper research. It will also 

help in the development of other possible methods that can be engaged in future research. 

 

1.5 Thesis’	Structure	
Chapter 1 Introduction 

A. Background of the Problem 

B. Statement of the Problem 

C. Purpose of the Study 

D. Limitations and Delimitations of the Study 

Chapter 2 Literature Review 

A. Defining Motivation Management 

B. Motivational Theories 

C. Understanding Innovativeness 

D. Relationship of Employee Motivation with Innovativeness in the Service Industry 

Chapter 3 Research Methodology 

Chapter 4 Results 

Chapter 5 Conclusion 
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2. THEORY	
 

2.1 Literature	review		
 

Increasing and maintaining work motivation is the concern of many practitioners and researchers 

in the field of human resource and innovativeness management. The literature related to the field 

has long history considering motives and needs of employees. Areas of research focused on 

employee motivation have peaked in the 1970s until the first years of 1980s. The recent 15 years 

have however shown little theoretical and empirical works regarding the field (Devadass 2011: 

566).  In the 1990s, employee motivation research has focused on the analysis of job attributes 

that characterize the capability to motivate employees, investigations on the need for self-esteem 

as a motivation factor, and examinations on the relation of work ethics to employee motivation. 

For managers to ensure which strategies to use to motivate their employees the most in 

performing for the organization’s goal, they must understand that there are several factors 

involved. Managers are required to bring motivation at the core where the strategies are to be 

taken. The function of employee motivation is primarily the responsibility of the human resource 

management. A number of studies have suggested that human resource management has a 

significant role in implementing innovative efforts. It is a general assumption that performance 

improvement for companies is achieved through recruitment, hiring, and training the right 

individuals who possess the right characteristics required for the job. One could think that by 

developing a workforce comprised of experts and skilled individuals, a company is assured of 

efficient operations. However, competition and environmental uncertainty shows that expert and 

skilled workforce are not enough. The challenge involving the chance of the company to 
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overcome its future survival requires that employees learn to be flexible to face circumstances 

that require innovativeness. Employees need more than their expertise, knowledge, and skills to 

succeed in participating to initiatives of the company. The question is: are the employees willing 

to bend their bones and be flexible to show their innovativeness especially when faced with 

pressures? The role of the human resource manager is to find ways on how the company can 

capitalize on their employees’ ability to be used in the future uncertainties.  

 The human resource managers are not the only people responsible for employee 

motivation. Every leader within the company including those that belong to the top executive 

positions has to shoulder the task of motivation. 

 This literature review is geared towards the understanding of the key focus of this study 

which is motivation and innovativeness within the service industry. Each concept is defined and 

studied in relation to their impacts to each other. Knowledge gathered is related to companies in 

the service industry in examining their innovativeness and the impacts of motivation 

management.  

 

2.2 Understanding	Innovativeness	
 

Innovativeness is a term related to innovation. To understand innovativeness, it is 

essential to gain knowledge on innovation first. Innovation refers to the introduction of 

something new to the existing territory and organization of things. From the point of view of the 

business sector, innovation is viewed as the positive conclusion of the journey of carry out an 

invention. The journey is said to be positive when the introduction of something new leads to the 

formation of a new market (Shavinina 2003: 115). Innovativeness is the act of integrating 
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something new to a task. Innovativeness means being creative, original, imaginative, and 

resourceful in performing a job. Employees are capable doing what the job requires but only few 

of them have the ability to be creative, original, imaginative, and resourceful to improve the 

results of performance. 

Innovativeness is a term which refers to the act of engaging into innovative behaviors 

related to the process of innovation (Parzefall, Seeck, & Leppanen 2008: 166). Innovation 

process includes activities like generation of idea, promotion of idea, and realization of idea for 

the purpose of producing innovation. Innovations which resulted from the generation of novel 

ideas can be classified as technological, administrative, radical, or incremental. The 

categorization depends on the degree of influence the innovative ideas have on the existing 

service or business process. Technological innovation involves changes in services, products, 

and process of production while administrative innovation involves changes in the workplace 

activities, social processes, and organizational structure. Analysis of innovativeness among the 

employees can be conducted during the innovation process including generation of ideas, 

development of service, and its commercialization or adoption. 

Innovativeness is involved in a process of converting inputs into outputs. Innovativeness 

has something to do with the generation of novel ideas until its materialization. Inputs set into 

the process can be in the form of tangible or intangible resources. Tangible inputs are physically 

material and have value while intangible inputs are unseen but may still have value. Intangible 

inputs are those intellectual assets or basically the innovative ideas of the employees. One major 

input is knowledge. Creative activities require the knowledge of the individuals performing 

them. For successful efforts of delivering quality service, key personnel need to understand the 

existing business process, resources, tools, materials, the market, technology, and the 
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circumstances. Companies often spend a significant amount in research and development for the 

attainment of a strategy. The inputs to the process are considered to be the organization’s assets. 

This is due to the fact that these inputs are repeatedly utilized after a successful execution of 

strategic goals especially in the attainment of quality service. The primary purpose of efforts in 

delivering quality service is the creation of economic value for the company. The economic 

value forms the benefits provided to the customers as well as the returns to the company. This 

purpose is otherwise known as commercialization where the customers enjoy the benefit 

provided by the innovativeness of the employees and the whole service organization enjoy the 

returns. Innovativeness in the service industry involves a complicated process. The result of prior 

procedure often becomes the inputs of the succeeding steps. Results from innovative efforts are 

also unpredictable. Inputs are readily established and identified but outputs are characterized by 

uncertainties. The uncertainties are due to its riskiness, complexity, and being iterative. 

However, whatever uncertainties innovative efforts may bring, the key output is always 

knowledge and experience. Any results – whether success or failure – shall serve as a learning 

avenue for the service organization. 

 

2.3 Innovativeness	versus	Innovation	
 

Innovativeness is fundamental in the innovation process. However, the literature shows a 

boundary between the innovativeness and innovation. Innovativeness is the creation of 

innovative ideas while innovation is the execution of the innovative ideas. Innovation generates 

economic value.  
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 The concept of innovativeness is limited to idea generation. It concerns the personal 

experience of pleasure of a person in the workplace. From this differentiation, it can be claimed 

that innovativeness is a core element of innovation and there can be no innovation without 

innovativeness. However, innovativeness does not necessarily mean that there will be 

innovation. The overall organizational performance depends on the innovativeness of its 

members and the success of innovation implementation reflects the innovativeness of the 

employees. 

 

2.4 Barriers	to	Innovativeness	
 

Achievement of innovativeness within the organization is prevented by many different factors 

considered as obstacles. In a study conducted by Loewe and Dominiquini (2006: 24-31), the 

most common obstacles reported were companies’ short-term focus, insufficient resources, lack 

of time, lack of staff, leaders expect instant returns which is unrealistic, wrong structure of 

management incentives which is not geared to rewarding innovativeness, unsystematic process 

of strategic implementation, and the perception of native riskiness of innovativeness. The study 

revealed that some organizations have spent efforts in structuring their management incentive 

plan to focus on innovativeness but the problem emerge when they fail to persuade their 

managers to change their attention and move away from their latest cost reduction activities. 

Other organizations tried to dedicate more of their manpower resources on developing 

innovativeness but failed to gather support from the line organization. There are also chances 

where organizations have achieved success on their innovative ideas but never minded about 
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giving incentives to the leaders who directed the innovative process. In this case, there is no way 

for the employees to be motivated to perform according to the innovative goals. 

 In achieving innovative employees, most companies would identify their perceived exact 

obstacle, which are usually obvious, that prevents success. For example when they perceive that 

the problem seems to root from lack of ideas, they would usually conduct more number of idea-

generation sessions as a part of their strategy. In cases when insufficient resources is the 

perceived issue, most common action for companies is appointing a team tasked to specifically 

carry the effort to advancement. Stage gate implementation is also the common tactic for 

unsystematic processes issue. These tactics may result positively but Loewe and Dominiquini 

(2006: 24-31) established that these are not enough to become successful in instilling 

innovativeness among the employees. The company needs to adopt a systematic method of 

addressing all the factors that affect innovativeness simultaneously including leadership and 

organization, people and skills, processes and tools, and values and culture. Without considering 

all four factors, the company might suffer ineffective efforts or to achieve a gain that will never 

be repeated. 

Cringely (1996) sketched three phases that organizations go through which can relate 

why organizations fail to succeed against their initiatives. These three phases include startup 

where the employees are remarkably productive and worked fast. Creative solutions are provided 

to meet the needs of the customers and make other existing products extraneous. However, 

several reasons make startups fail. Companies may be close to meeting customer needs but not 

enough to achieve success. Companies also do not succeed due to an unsatisfactory product that 

need more work. Another phase comes when the employees get bored with their type of work 

and decides to grow their own companies. In this case, they make use of the opportunities 
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created in the first phase, exploited them, and attain success. They use the idea of prior 

companies as their prototype, refined it, and marketed it as their own to produce profit. While 

success in the first phase is possible, success in the second phase is made to happen. The third 

phase is characterized by managers that are established leaders in the market. Due to their 

positions, they close their doors to ideas originating from the people below them. They only 

welcome ideas from the company executives and those that ensure improvement of the bottom-

line (Denning 2011). 

Initiatives of companies in achieve innovativeness are killed by traditional management 

strategies. Traditional managers mostly fail to motivate their employees to embrace 

innovativeness since they themselves are anxious about it. Most traditional managers don’t 

usually welcome new ideas or face difficulties in adapting to new ideas thus failing to motivate 

their employees. When implementing new ideas, they may claim at first that the activity has to 

be successful. However, in the real implementation stage, all actions and tasks that should be 

accomplished are prescribed in advance. Employees are told to work in teams but they really 

cannot work that way since there is no room for them to apply their own initiative and 

innovativeness. They are limited only on what is prescribed on them. The managers aggravate 

the problem by implementing cost-cutting measures leaving innovation at stake. Managers would 

not usually admit that their move leaves negative impacts to the strategy but instead claim that 

they are making the process smoother. Eventually, at the end of the process where there is no 

way for the failures to be remedied, the managers just declare that the initiative was just not right 

for the organization. 

 Traditional managers usually fail in making their innovative employees due to their 

mentality. They are well-experienced and educated people yet their mentality is nailed with the 
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20th generation where their focus is on ensuring the value of the shareholders instead of taking 

actions for the success of achieve innovativeness such as employee motivation. Instead of 

including employee motivation in their strategic objectives to build foundations for its long-term 

benefits for the company, managers would focus on cost cutting measures to reflect instant gains. 

 Some famous organizations seem to overcome the problem on traditional management. In 

fact, these famous organizations adopted radical management to make tons of money out of their 

initiatives. Such organizations have demonstrated the ability to be profitable through 

innovativeness beating those organizations adopting the 20th century mentality of ensuring the 

value of the shareholders (Denning 2011). 

 

2.5 Employee	Motivation	
 

Employee motivation concerns “getting people to do their best work even in trying 

circumstances” (Nohria, Groysberg, and Lee 2008: 1). Employee motivation is considered to be 

one of the most challenging tasks a manager has that should be endured. The study of human 

motivation has long history and until the present time, it remains to be a puzzle that needs to be 

decoded. In fact, many theorists including Aristotle, Smith, Freud, Maslow, Alderfer, Herzberg, 

McClelland, McGregor, and Vroom have focused their interest on motivational factors that drive 

human behavior. These theorists have done tremendous studies for the purpose of understanding 

why people behave and act the way they do. 

A variety of research studies have integrated psychological underpinnings in 

investigating the motivational factors that affect mode choices among individuals. An example is 

the study conducted by Thomas (2003) which suggests that people are most likely to avail a 
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service with a certain company if such companies promote themselves as providers of a sense of 

social satisfaction. In another study on transportation service by Wilson (2004), it was suggested 

that a strategic approach adopted in attracting new customers to the service is providing them the 

feeling of acceptance. It can be observed from the results of the studies that the companies which 

advertise their services through claiming that they promote social and family connection more 

likely succeed motivating customers to avail such services. These studies based their claims on 

underlying theories that have existed in the literature. The results from the studies also indicate 

that theories can be used as basis for the explanations on why people are motivated to behave the 

way they do. These can also be applicable in understanding factors when motivating employees 

to be innovative in performing their jobs. 

In human relations, people are perceived to be caring and social beings motivated by and 

respond to their social environment (Schwartz 2006: 23). More than money, motivation of 

employees is affected by many factors. The following motivational theories should be perceived 

as complementary where each focuses on certain aspects of motivation. The complications of 

motivation are better understood by giving consideration to some of the theories. In this review, 

it is worth focusing only on three needs theories that boost motivation. 

2.6 Maslow's	Hierarchy	of	Needs	
 

One of the most important frameworks for motivation is the Hierarchy of Needs 

introduced by Abraham Maslow, a psychologist, in the 1940’s (Schwartz 2006: 23). It is one of 

the most widely mentioned theories of motivation. The theory suggests that human needs are 

structured in a hierarchical form where when one set of needs is satisfied, it no longer is 

considered to be a motivator. The hierarchy illustrates five categories of human needs. Each 

human need is organized according to importance into the hierarchy in an ascending order. 
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Figure 1: Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (Tanner, J and Raymond, M 2010) 

 

2.6.1 Physiological Needs 

First in the Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is the physiological need. This need form the basic 

needs of human to sustain his/her life. These needs include water, food, shelter, warmth, and 

sleep. The theory suggests that people will not be motivated by factors other than the basic needs 

as long as such needs are not yet satisfied to a level where life is maintained.  

 

2.6.2 Security or Safety Needs 

Second in the hierarchy is the need for security from physical danger. People also need to be free 

from fear of losing their valuables including the physiological needs they have attained. People 

need to be secured that they will not lose their jobs too.  
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2.6.3 Acceptance Needs 

Next in the hierarchy is the need to be accepted by others. This need form the social aspect of a 

person. In the workplace, it is important that a person feels like he belongs to the team in order to 

work conveniently. 

 

2.6.4 Esteem Needs 

By achieving satisfaction in the need to belong, next to the needs of people is to feel confident 

about themselves and as seen by others. People need to taste power, status, and prestige. 

 

2.6.5 Self-actualization Needs 

The ultimate need of people according to the hierarchy is becoming what they are capable to 

become. This is the highest need and it is achieved through maximization of potential and 

accomplishing something that may be called as legacy (Koontz & Weihrich 2007: 290-291). 

 

2.7 Alderfer's	ERG	Theory	
 

Other theorists also provided their own frameworks of motivation basing from and modifying or 

simplifying the theory of Maslow. The ERG theory is a motivation theory suggested by 

psychologist Clayton Alderfer between 1961 an d1978 in an attempt to simplify the theory of 

Maslow (Caulton 2012: 3). Just like the theory of Maslow, Alderfer also believes that the human 

needs are the motivational factors that drive human behavior. While Maslow identified five 

categories of needs, Alderfer identified only three which include existence needs, related needs, 

and growth needs. 
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Figure 2: Alderfer’s ERG Theory (Özgür, Z, 2010) 

 

2.8 Herzberg's	Motivation‐Hygiene	Theory	
 

Another modification of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory is the Motivation-Hygiene 

theory. It is a theory which is also known as the two-factor theory introduced by Frederick 

Herzberg and his associates. The theory is known for its practical approach of employee 

motivation. Herzberg based his theory on his study of feelings among the 200 accountants and 

engineers from nine organizations based in the United States. The study focused on job 

experiences where the employees either felt good or bad. The study revealed that good feelings 

were generally linked to motivators while bad feelings were linked to hygiene factors or the job 

context. Motivators include those factors that are natural to the job like recognition, achievement, 

responsibility and advancement. Hygiene factors include those outward factors like salary, 

company policy, interpersonal relations, supervision, and other maintenance factors (Teck-Hong 

& Waheed 2011: 5). 

  According to Herzberg, the motivation component of job satisfaction includes the 

physiological need of a person to grow and be recognized. Absence of this factor in a job does 
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not necessarily mean that the job is not satisfying. However, when it is used to motivate 

employees, it will likely result to good job performance. The hygiene factors of the two-factors 

model of motivation refers to the physiological, safety, and belongingness need of the Maslow’s 

hierarchy of needs theory. These factors are outward since they are indirectly related as they 

comprise those circumstances that surround the job. Absence of hygiene factors may possibly 

result to dissatisfaction but does not necessarily mean job satisfaction when present (Dartey-

Baah & Amoako 2011: 2).  

 

Figure 3: Herzberg’s Two Factor Theory (Özgür, Z, 2010) 

 

2.9 McClelland's	Theory	of	Needs	
 

Another theory relevant to motivation of employees in the service industry is McClelland’s 

theory of needs introduced by an American psychologist David McClelland. The theory asserts 

that time and life experiences shape the basic human needs of an individual thus popularized as 

the “Learned Needs Theory”. The theory suggests that human needs are categorized into three 

including achievement, affiliation, and power. The three needs are generally present in all people 

but there is usually a dominant one. When managers are faced with motivation issues, it is the 

dominant need of their organizational members that should be identified and attempt to be 

fulfilled. 

When the employees are dominantly motivated by achievement, they usually seek for 

challenges. They also have a preference of working with co-workers who are driven by 
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achievement too and they are likely to feel frustrated towards co-employees who are less driven 

by achievement.  

Employees who are better motivated by affiliation seek for acceptance and harmonious 

interpersonal relations. These types of people are likely to be happy with jobs that allow them to 

interact and develop relationships with other people. Managers with these types of members have 

to conduct regular and frequent communications. 

There are also those employees that are driven by personal and institutional power which makes 

them want to direct others. They are motivated at organizing the efforts of other members of the 

organization for the achievement of their common goal. 

 

 

Figure 4: McClelland’s Achievement Need Theory (Özgür, Z, 2010) 

 

 The motivational theories served as foundations for many managers in managing 

motivation within organizations. Theoretical assumptions lead to the emergence of motivation 

management which became an important business process in modern industries. Motivation 

management is about behavior management which involves systems and practices that are 

intended to modify some aspect of behavior for the purpose of improving effectiveness. Before 
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achieving this process, managers should understand motivation first. Motivation is a process 

which determines the way people behave (Pritchard & Ashwood 2008: 4). It refers to the set of 

factors, force, stimulus, or influence causing people to take action in certain direction. 

 Motivation is a process of satisfying needs of people where certain factors satisfy their 

needs which motivates them to exert effort towards the attainment of the goals of the 

organization they belong (Teck-Hong & Waheed 2011: 5).  

 There are several approaches in which managers motivate their employees. The 

traditional approach known as the boot camp approach of conditioning employees is done 

through the use of loud voices and grumpy manner of motivation. The manager adopting this 

type of motivation approach achieves instant results but fails to maintain long term motivation. 

The revival meeting approach occurs when only the manager goes out to attend a motivational 

exercise outside of the workplace and when he comes back, he is responsible for relaying the 

messages he gathered. At first, the employees may listen but afterwards, there is no significant 

difference in their behaviors. The “I really care” approach refers to the method of motivation 

when the managers show their empathy to their employees and by being pleasant. This approach 

may result to better performance but may reduce productivity when there is over-manifestation 

of pleasantness instead of inspire the real goals of motivation. When the problem is perceived to 

be due to lack of knowledge of the employees to do their jobs properly, managers would employ 

the one-more-workshop approach. Trainings are conducted to give solutions on performance 

problems with the hope that productivity will improve. However, the problems are usually more 

complicated than what is perceived. The dog trainer approach is another method where 

incentives are rewarded for every little appropriate behavior changes with the purpose of overall 

improvement. This method is especially effective in cases when the tasks are just simple. Finally, 
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the team/group approach is done through encouraging employee participation in solving work-

related issues. Employees are asked to give their opinions and ideas and apply what they 

perceived is right for the organization. This method is more effective in high level jobs than in 

simple tasks (Schwartz 2006: 19-21). 

 There are basic assumptions about people that should be understood before any 

motivational approaches can be put in context and successfully adopted. To do a good job, 

people need to satisfy their fundamental needs. One might think that doing a good job is not an 

essential thing for some people. There are those that do not care if they have done their jobs well 

or not. However, the study of human survival says that doing a good job is an inherent 

characteristic of an individual to protect his or her life. In the ancient times, people who poorly 

perform were not just downsized but were eaten (Ptitchard & Ashwood 2008: 4). Having to 

accomplish a good work leaves the person a good feeling while when they have done an 

unsatisfying job, they feel bad. Good job is satisfying while poor job is dissatisfying. This is 

demonstrated when a person has to repeat a difficult job and feel frustrated when not successful 

but feel delighted when successful. 

 Another assumption about people is their desire for control at work. People have natural 

character of desiring for some influence on all things that concerns them, their lives, and their 

jobs. Admitting this assumption, many organizations have created strategies of expanding job 

control over the workplace to increase quality and innovation. This has also driven the 

emergence of the concept of empowerment. 

 Performance evaluation is a function that human resource management conduct to 

measure the performance and productivity of each employee. However, people are sometimes 

evaluated on aspects that are out of their control. Employees certainly do not want this. An 
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example is when an employee is condemned of being late without knowing first that this was due 

to prior miscommunications. 

 People do not usually want evaluations. People just want to know if they were doing 

good or not. Evaluations generally leave negative impact for employees since only few receive 

favorable ratings. When receiving positive evaluation reports, people usually want it to be known 

by others or even published. However, when receiving negative feedbacks and criticisms, people 

just want them to be private. People also wanted to be valued. People often feel less motivated to 

work when they feel they are not valued by their employers or the others in the workplace. 

People want to be respected and appreciated. This assumption is satisfied when by knowing the 

value of time, communicating clear visions, and avoiding constant procedural changes.  

 

2.10 Service	Industry	In	Relation	to	Motivation	and	Innovativeness	
 

Having an overview of the motivation models and gaining understanding on the concepts of 

innovativeness enables the current study to provide a framework in analyzing their relationship 

with each other specifically in the service industry. In this section, the service industry is 

discussed in relation to motivation and innovativeness. 

 The service industry is vast and broad. At present, considering that the world is already 

economically developed, over 75 percent of all jobs entail some service. In the economically 

developed and highly industrialized nations like Europe, Japan, North America, New Zealand, 

and Australia, statistics show that 90 percent of new jobs are in the service industry (Bryson & 

Daniels 2007: 1). The same trend is also observed among the newly industrialized nations like 

Korea and Singapore.  
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 Services was originally described as a premise that covers everything else that do not 

qualify to be included in the extracting and manufacturing realms of the economy. This vague 

description encouraged experts to set characteristics of services for the purpose of defining and 

differentiating it from other forms of economic activity. One characteristic of services is its 

nonmaterial and short-lived output. Another important determining factor is its simultaneous 

production and consumption. These two determining factors are important in attempting to 

classify a certain economic ambition as either included in the service industry or in other sectors.  

 Service industry is complex. Business activities involved in the delivery of service are 

diverse and many-sided. Bryson & Daniels (2007: 4) enumerated five classifications in which 

services may fall as follows: (1) consumer services; (2) producer and business services; (3) 

public services; (4) not-for-profit services; and (5) informal services. Consumer services are 

those that are directly involved in the delivery of service to the end users. Producer and business 

services are those inputs that are provided to other organizations in either public or private 

sector. Public services are those that are provided by the state. Other private and nonprofit 

organizations also provide public services indirectly. Not-for-profit services are those provided 

by the not-for-profit organizations beyond what the state can afford to offer. Finally, informal 

services are those that are usually unpaid. It can also be observed that these types of services are 

dominated by the female population. The services they provide are considered to be essential in 

daily lives. 

 Service industry highly involves social activity where the service providers are required 

to interact with people in the course of performing their jobs. This can be frustrating at times 

especially in instances when employees are required to face the rage of difficult customers. 

When employees lack patience, understanding, and other social skills, they might just burst in 
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anger too and disappoint the customers instead of satisfying their needs. In this regard, the 

service providers are required to be motivated to show their innovativeness when serving 

customers to ensure excellent performance.  
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3. METHOD	
3.1 Research	approach	 	

 

The current study follows a qualitative approach of research for an empirical analysis of 

management of motivation and innovativeness within the service industry. Qualitative research is 

defined as “a form of systematic empirical inquiry into meaning” (Ospina 2004: 1). The study 

takes on a descriptive research design. It is done through a desk research to analyze issues related 

to motivation and innovativeness in the global business environment where the service 

organizations belong. An extensive review of literature is done to gain knowledge regarding 

management of motivation and innovativeness in organizations belonging to various fields 

especially in the service industry. Prior theoretical and empirical studies form the study 

foundations and help conclusive generalizations. It can be thought that review of literature in a 

qualitative research should be avoided due to its primary objective of exploring new ideas. 

However, it is a general knowledge that almost everything that concerns the world has been 

published before and the current studies are simply exploring some of the existing vague 

concepts. There may be no existing research in the literature about the topic but there is always 

one that relates to it. The use of literature in a qualitative research is important in a way that it 

provides overview of the topic being studied. Study of the literature enables the researcher to use 

existing information in comparing the studies before and the current one. In the current study, the 

literature is explored and researches from the recent decade are screened to come up with those 

that relate only to the current study. Empirical studies are favored to develop objectivity. 

Empirical studies chosen follow the following criteria: (1) analyzed variables that have impacts 
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on employee motivation in the service industry; (2) examined impacts of employee motivation 

on innovativeness; and (3) conducted literature reviews on innovativeness.  

 Qualitative approach of research is the most appropriate method for this specific study 

since its focus is on social relations. This study aims to analyze factors of motivation among the 

employees with the service organization and how they are impacted by innovativeness. The 

subject is a complex issue which cannot be studied in isolation. Objects under study need not be 

reduced into variables like in quantitative research. Instead, objects of research are entirely 

represented to reflect the real everyday context (Flick 2009: 15). Furthermore, the time 

constraints call for this type of study since it does not require a prolonged period of time to be 

accomplished. 

 The qualitative approach of results analysis and presentation of data is also descriptive in 

nature. The chosen articles are analyzed according to the realms of their analysis – whether at the 

individual level, organizational level, or industry level. It can also be possible that factors or 

variables other than innovativeness and motivation exist since these topics belong to a many-

sided concept.  
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3.2 Sampling	and	data	collection	
From the review of relevant literature, the following table presents the details of the selected studies. 

Author/ 
Year 

Construct Categories Factors Dependent 
Variable 

Scale Number of 
Respondents
/Studies 

De Jong, 
Bruins, 
Dolfsma, & 
Meijaard 
2003 

Service development Firm, Market 
level 

Frontline 
employees, 
innovativeness, 
expertise 

Organizational 
performance 

  

Parzefall, 
Seeck, & 
Leppanen 
2008 

Employee 
innovativeness 

Individual, 
Team, Job, 
Organization 
level  

 Organizational 
innovativeness 

 15 

Paalanen & 
Hyypia 2008 

Employee motivation Individual level Expertise, 
motivation 

Employee 
innovation activity 

 14 

Cadwallader, 
Jarvis, 
Bitner, & 
Ostrom 2009 

Service innovation Global, 
Contextual, 
Situational 
level 

 Customer 
satisfaction 

7 point 
Likert 

328 

Kumar & 
Uzkurt 2009 

Self efficacy Individual level Cultural 
dimensions 

Individual 
innovativeness 

 271 

Frimpong & 
Fan 2010 

Employee motivation Industry level Recognition, 
good working 
environment, 
attractive wage  

Team performance 5 point 
Likert 

677 

Gamal 2011 Innovation 
measurement 

Organization Innovation inputs 
and outputs 

Organizational 
innovativeness 
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Bengtsson, 
Ekman, & 
Soderstrom 
2011 

Innovation incentives Individual level Motivational 
incentives 

Employee and 
Company 
innovativeness 

  

Dauda 2011 Technological 
innovation 

Organization Employee 
relation strategies 

Organizational 
performance 

  

Larawan 
2011 

Employee 
innovativeness 

Individual Innovativeness, 
achievement 
motivation, 
organizational 
orientation 

Service 
effectiveness 

  

Matuska 
2011 

Individual creativity Individual level Open to new, 
flexible 
organization; 
friendliness; 
opportunity; 
model of 
education 

Organizational 
innovativeness 

  

Shah, Nisar, 
Rehman, & 
Rehman 
2011 

Transformational 
leadership 

Organization Empowerment Organizational 
innovativeness 

5 point 
Likert 

88 

De Zilva & 
Wong 2012 

Employee motivation Industry level Job satisfaction, 
commitment to 
organization, job 
motivation, 
innovativeness 

Service quality   

De 
Spiegelaere, 
Gyes, 
Vandekerckh
ove, & 

Job design Organization  Job demand, job 
control 

Employee 
innovativeness 

 952 
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Hootegem, 
2012 

Parjanen 
2012 

Individual creativity Individual, 
organization 
level 

 Competitive 
advantage 
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4. RESULTS	
 

In the last decade, attempts on studying the relationship between motivation and 

innovativeness within the service industry are reflected mostly in innovation research. In 2003, 

De Jong, Bruins, Dolfsma, and Meijaard considered innovation in service as an important subject 

matter not only in the field of business but for the policy makers too. It was mentioned in the 

study that the service industry has received little attention since an insignificant number of 

developed models in employee innovativeness. The study compared innovativeness in service 

delivery to product innovation which has been the topic of many researches. It is pointed out that 

innovativeness in services industry is different from innovation in product manufacturing 

industry. Service involves a simultaneous handling of production and consumption. De Jong, 

Bruins, Dolfsma, & Meijaard (2003) concluded their study by presenting a framework for the 

process of new service development. The framework is based on new product development. In 

studying new service development, several factors were considered like the ancestors of success 

of innovation, innovativeness among the people involved, and other external conditions such as 

market situations, knowledge communications, and policies.  

Dauda (2011) says that innovativeness depends on the knowledge of the human and the 

influence of the environment. Innovativeness is a way for companies to survive and cope with 

the changing trends brought about by advancements in the technology. The role of employee 

relations in achieving company objectives is seen a challenge since the managers need to ensure 

that employees perform according to the requirements of success. Companies that failed to be 

innovative are observed to be underdeveloped and unsuccessful. 
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In another study by Parzefall, Seeck, & Leppanen (2008) about employee innovativeness 

in organizations, it is revealed that employee innovativeness need more research to elaborate 

several issues. This makes innovativeness in service delivery and employee motivation one of 

the most important constructs that need further research. Parzefall, Seeck, & Leppanen (2008) 

related employee innovativeness with factors influenced by the organization, team, and job level 

elements. Elements from the three aspects of business are significant roles in influencing 

employee innovativeness especially through interpersonal interactions. Employee innovativeness 

is regarded by the study as the initiation phase of the process of innovation. Having to finally 

market a service which depends on the context of the whole organization is impossible without 

employee innovativeness.  

Parzefall, Seeck, and Leppanen’s (2008) study noted about the danger of taking 

innovativeness too mechanically. Gaining complete understanding of innovativeness needs an 

overview on the existence of interdependences among the factors and levels in the business. It is 

important to consider that employees are members of teams which form an organization. Due to 

these relationships, employees are affected by factors like the workplace tension within a team 

and the culture within the organization. Each employee also has an impact in return to the team 

and organization where he or she belongs. The study also mentioned that recruitment of 

employees with innovative skills or implementation of innovativeness practices does not 

guarantee organizational innovativeness. Organizational leaders need to develop leadership style 

that utilizes the existing innovative ideas while motivating employees to show their 

innovativeness.  

Individual’s innovativeness is impacted by their nature and global qualities specifically 

self-efficacy. This is revealed in the study done by Kumar and Uzkurt (2009). The study has 
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shown a positive relationship between self-efficacy and innovativeness which also has useful 

implications for the judgement of organization’s advancement potential. Self-efficient 

individuals have shown superior levels of innovativeness. These results also form inferences to 

the hiring recruiting procedures of organizations as well as in instituting training programs adapt 

towards the development of innovativeness among the employees. 

Creativity among employees is another factor of innovativeness that is focused in the 

study of Matuska (2011). The study examined the link that exists between creativity and 

innovativeness considering current micro and macroeconomic challenges faced by organizations. 

For the development of pro-innovative organizational structure, there should be certain skills and 

qualities that should be inspire among the employees. They should posses the procedural 

flexibility to accept new concepts. When errors are committed, people who have the willingness 

to accept their mistakes in good faith are the ones who are likely to be innovative. Another trait 

that promotes innovativeness is the openness to diversity within both the workplace and the style 

of management. Willingness to take risk also indicates ability to be innovative.  When employees 

are creative, there is a development of pro-innovative attitudes within the organization which 

leads to successful delivery of service and achievement of customer satisfaction. Creativity is 

among the people who show pro-innovative attitudes demonstrated through ideas which are 

integrated to business processes to attain success. 

Parjanen (2012) agrees with the importance of employees’ creativity in innovativeness. 

However companies may possibly fail to fully utilize creativity within their organizations when 

they emphasize the contributions that can be given by certain talented individuals. In this case, 

other not so talented employees are not given chances to share their innovativeness thus no other 

way to develop further ideas. Parjanen (2012) also acknowledged the need for such creativity to 
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develop innovativeness especially in the service industries. Creativity is difficult to achieve but 

when successfully achieve, it needs support and maintenance. One way to achieve creativity is 

providing authority to employees to define their own ways and approaches in performing their 

tasks for better quality of service. It will not help if the organization will just assign the task of 

generation of ideas to their research and development function alone since it limits the 

opportunity to utilize the creativity of all the employees. 

Transformational leadership has positive relationship with employee innovativeness 

(Shah, Nisar, Rehman, & Rehman 2011). The role of leadership on organizational performance 

is perceived to be important especially in the era of technological advancements. During 

technological advancements, there is a fast pace of transformation that require organizations to 

perform leadership that is appropriate to handle strategic implementations of organizational 

goals. To be able to develop innovative skills among the employees, transformational leaders 

should develop first their trust on the employees for them to be able to delegate full authority on 

matters that need individual innovativeness to ensure quality service. When employees feel that 

their leaders are confident about them and trust them, they will feel that they are in position to 

take initiative in being innovative. Organizational leaders who aim for innovativeness also need 

to develop a workplace atmosphere where employees are encouraged to share their innovative 

ideas and approaches liberally.  

In the course of stimulating the individual innovative skills of employees among 

competitive organizations, job design is observed to be an important determinant of innovative 

behavior of employees (De Spiegelaere, Gyes, Vandekerckhove, & Hootegem 2012). Job control 

variables like organization of tasks and learning opportunities are positively linked to 

innovativeness behavior within the workplace. However, other aspects of job design specifically 
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emotional pressure and time pressure are negatively linked to innovativeness. De Spiegelaere, 

Gyes, Vandekerckhove, & Hootegem (2012) agrees with the position of Parjanen (2012) that 

innovativeness will not be fully achieved when only the research and development function of 

the company has the responsibility of creating new ideas to be implemented. Thus, the ideas and 

insights of each and every employee are crucial in job designs. 

The abilities of the employees determine their capabilities of doing their tasks but 

motivation determines their willingness to actually perform. This is suggested in the study of 

Paalanen and Hyypia (2008) on the enhancement of employee innovativeness through examining 

the motivational factors. Like as mentioned by De Jong, Bruins, Dolfsma, and Meijaard (2003) 

in their study, Paalanen and Hyypia (2008) also regard innovativeness as a critical element in 

business and its survival in the industry.  

Aside from regarding innovativeness as a core factor in the survival of companies in the 

industry, Paalanen and Hyypia (2008) also mentioned about motivation as a major issue in times 

of innovation. Achieving motivation is a challenging tasks for companies especially its 

managers. Motivation can be divided into two categories – intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic 

motivator is considered to be the job itself. It is important that the employee perform because he 

or she loves what his or her doing. One common extrinsic motivator is money. However, this 

type of motivator usually results to negative consequences. Employee may either feel bribed or 

controlled just to accomplish their tasks. Moreover, in instances where tasks are repetitive, 

employees often learn to adapt to the routine and perform just for the sake of the money.  

Communication within the organization is an effective aspect of motivation. Employees 

can receive feedback from their managers, supervisors, co-workers, and customers. Feedback 

from co-workers is the most important in motivation buildup since it promotes collaboration and 
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communication within the team. Decision-making is also effective and self-management is 

improved. Interpersonal relations is also enhanced which provides a feeling of acceptance. The 

employees feel that they belong to the group or to the company which will drive them to do their 

part in the achievement of goals. Feedbacks do not necessarily mean criticisms. It is also 

important that management will commend the good performance of employees and to recognize 

their ideas. This will allow the employees to be encouraged in sharing their ideas and be 

innovative.  

In the study of Cadwallader, Jarvis, Bitner, and Ostrom (2009) about the participation of 

employees in the goal of an organization to deliver innovative service, it was also suggested that 

motivating employees to perform for the success of organizational goal of providing satisfaction 

to customers is challenger but critical. The nature of the service industry where it requires direct 

contact to customers adds to the challenge. Employees directly involved are the frontline 

employees who take the responsibility of delivering the service as well as marketing the 

company. The employees also take the responsibility of ensuring customer satisfaction and 

buildup of customer relations. These responsibilities require that employees should not only be 

able and capable but also willing to do their tasks. 

A motivated person is driven to accomplish something and energized until the end. An 

unmotivated person has no inspiration to move. Most studies consider motivation and success as 

directly related where more motivation leads to greater achievements. However, Cadwallader, 

Jarvis, Bitner, and Ostrom (2009) considered motivation as divided into types which are more 

important in determining outcomes rather than the amount of motivation. The authors suggest a 

self-determining type of motivation which is intrinsic to the person. The intention of a person to 

act initiates the performance and drives him or her to be innovative until a job is accomplished.  
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Frimpong and Fan (2010) also studied employee motivation and its impact to team 

performance in the service sector. They noted that the sector is already a major contributor to the 

economy internationally. Consistent with the study of Paalanen and Hyypia (2008), Frimpong 

and Fan (2010) also categorized motivation as intrinsic and extrinsic – that is within and external 

to an employee. Motivation is an element that which arouse the enthusiasm and perseverance of 

an employee in accomplishing a task. The study also agrees with the thought that money is not 

the only motivator for employees to be innovative. The behavior of employees towards their job 

is closely linked to their attitudes and intentions. If an employee admits his or her accountability 

as a part of the organization, he or she most likely performs more than the task assigned to him 

or her. During business instances that require innovativeness, employees will not just work but 

they will be innovative for the purpose of distinguish oneself and because they feel that their role 

is important to the organization. Again, this instance creates the acceptance needs or the related 

needs.  

It is crucial that frontline employees or those that are directly involved in the delivery of 

service be motivated since customer satisfaction is at risk. When employees are not motivated, 

their service to the customers is affected and this might lead to unsatisfied customers and 

eventually loss of market share. For some service organizations, they develop teams in order to 

satisfy the acceptance and related needs of the employees. When employees work in teams, they 

as motivated to move and work efficiently for the purpose of ensuring that their team will excel 

over the others. This will also affect the individual goal of each employee. Frimpong and Fan 

(2010) suggest that recognition is a key motivating factor and satisfying employees is crucial in 

producing best results. 
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The incentive system of motivating employees to be innovative is the subject of study of 

Bengtsson, Ekman, and Soderstrom (2011). The study considered first the ways on how 

companies drive innovativeness. Incentive system is regarded to be dependent upon the current 

culture of an organization and the overall style of management. This makes the incentive factor 

constant in the analysis of motivation. Studies of motivation often end up linking to the influence 

of incentives. 

De Zilva and Wong (2012) presented a theoretical framework where psychological 

empowerment as a motivating factor links to the quality of service. Consistent with the previous 

research, the study also concluded that satisfied frontline employees produce a better quality of 

service. When an organization succeeds in motivating the employees to commit to the objectives 

of the company, quality of service is also improved. Innovativeness among the employees also 

positively relates to the quality of service. Finally, psychological empowerment enhances the 

influence of all the factors – employee satisfaction, commitment, and innovativeness – to the 

quality of service. 
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5. ANALYSIS	
 

Several interrelated concepts are observed among the prior studies linked to 

innovativeness and motivation in the service industry. These concepts are analyzed according to 

show factors of motivation in order to evaluate success of innovation, organizational 

performance, employee innovativeness, service effectiveness, and service quality. 

The table below summarizes the selected studies and their touch to the main constructs 

studied by the current research. 

Author  Year  Motivation  Innovatineness

De Jong, Bruins, Dolfsma, & Meijaard 2003     

Parzefall, Seeck, & Leppanen 2008     

Paalanen & Hyypia 2008     

Cadwallader, Jarvis, Bitner, & Ostrom 2009    

Kumar & Uzkurt 2009    

Frimpong & Fan 2010    

Gamal 2011    

Bengtsson, Ekman, & Soderstrom 2011     

Dauda 2011    

Larawan 2011     

Matuska 2011    

Shah, Nisar, Rehman, & Rehman 2011     

De Zilva & Wong 2012     

De Spiegelaere, Gyes, Vandekerckhove, 
& Hootegem 

2012	     

Parjanen 2012     
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5.1 Innovativeness	in	Service	Delivery	
 

Studies show that innovativeness in service delivery has received little attention from the field of 

research and has been considered as an insignificant phenomenon. Independent survey bodies 

also put little attention on service innovativeness since low amount of statistics. However, 

recently, the issue began to emerge and many professionals agree that innovativeness in service 

should be studied. The constructs studied in the context of product manufacturing may describe 

similarities with the service industry but it is undeniable that there are concepts which require 

specific adjustments. There are constructs that are specific to the service industry too. 

Applying the concept of innovativeness from the review of literature, innovativeness in 

service delivery refers to the act of being creative, resourceful, and imaginative in the 

development of new service based from innovative ideas or an incrementally changing the 

existing service for the purpose of improving its quality and providing the satisfaction required 

by the customers.  

Innovativeness is also considered to be a trial-and-error process. Just as mentioned 

earlier, innovativeness need not go through a formal planning making it receptive to errors 

during implementation. The role of customers in the process is significant since they provide 

feedbacks or evaluations about the result of performance which may serve as basis for 

improvements in the execution. This is the only way to evaluate execution of innovativeness 

since the process involves a simultaneous conduct of production and consumption of the service. 

The best way is to implement an extensive planning before execution and whenever possible. 

Commercialization is one of the key factors considered on why organizations take 

innovative initiatives. Having to introduce the results of innovativeness to the public, not only 

economic value is gained but also non-monetary achievements such as strategic success and 
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improved value to customers. Efforts to be innovative also have impacts within the organization 

especially among the employees. In some instances, employees may find difficulties in 

showcasing their innovativeness. However, on a lighter note, innovativeness can bring positive 

impacts too. Employees are given chance to improve their own performance through showcasing 

their own key abilities and capabilities in producing best results. 

 

5.2 Employee	Innovativeness	
  

Paalanen & Hyypia (2008) described innovativeness as one of the survival elements of 

businesses in the modern world. Traditionally, progress within the organization is confined on 

the innovativeness of the researchers and engineers. However, with the increased competition, 

organizations are driven to open up about their innovative efforts. The continuous technological 

advancements also affected the trend since the Internet gave way to the diffusion of knowledge 

and companies also gain innovative ideas from external sources. Organizations gain insights 

from the market about possibilities and take the ideas within the members of the organization. 

Bengtsson, Ekman, and Soderstrom (2011) suggested the importance of an “innovation day” 

where the company aims to generate as many innovative ideas as possible. All the employees are 

gathered in an assembly and encouraged to share insights, brainstorm, and think about 

opportunities. The employees are then encouraged to be creative and original in generating new 

ideas.  

Organizational innovativeness roots from the individual efforts put by each employee. 

Cadwallader, Jarvis, Bitner, & Ostrom (2009) stressed the critical role of employee participation 

in the success of organizational innovativeness. Due to this fact, most of the studies regarding 
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innovativeness focus their attention on individual level analyzing the personal factors. Parzefall, 

Seeck, & Leppanen (2008: 168) examined organizational innovativeness down to the team 

innovativeness, job, and individual innovativeness. This study is however limited to individual 

innovativeness only. Employee innovativeness is eased by the abilities of the employees 

including skills that are above-average, general intellect, knowledge, and skills that are specific 

to their tasks. Innovativeness is related to the ability to think creatively, think divergently, 

generate alternatives, and suspend judgment. The abilities showcased by the employees with 

regards to their particular tasks reflect the level of their training, experience, education, and 

knowledge to such context. 

 Innovative employees reflect common characteristics. Most of them are open to new 

experience hence can easily be flexible in responding to circumstances that need their 

innovativeness skills. They prefer change and believe that they will also obtain benefit from it. 

Parzefall, Seeck, & Leppanen (2008: 169) mentioned in their study about successful individuals 

who are all flexible. This trait is not observed among those unsuccessful ones. If the employees 

are also independent from judgment, they tend to feel comfortable in showcasing their 

innovativeness. As a company, it also helps when they create a sense of creativity to settle the 

minds of their employees about their goals. Most of the innovative employees are also observed 

to be confident and flexible.  

 Some determinants of innovativeness are discussed in several studies to describe 

relationships such as self-efficacy (Kumar & Uzkurt 2009), creativity (Matuska 2011; Parjanen 

2012); transformational leadership (Shah, Nisar, Rehman, & Rehman 2011); and job design (De 

Spiegelaere, Gyes, Vandekerckhove, & Hootegem 2012). Self-efficacy is demonstrated by 

employees through their confidence on their abilities. When employees believe that they are 
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capable of doing something, they are most likely able to execute such tasks for the 

accomplishment of the organizational goals. Creativity is an employee component which 

increases the competitive advantage of organizations through creating opportunities for 

developing an edge. Employees share their ideas and insights which are crucial for progress. For 

some organizations which assign idea generation to the research and development function, there 

is a little chance for fully utilizing their innovative potential. For transformational leadership, 

organizations employ transformational leaders who have the capacity to manage employees to be 

innovative. Transformational leadership is important in achieving innovativeness within 

organizations since it concerns about values, beliefs, and behaviors of the employees. Knowing 

these aspects of the employees will help in development of leadership styles that motivate 

employees to act for the interest of the organization. Last factor considered by research is job 

design. Job design has something to do with job demands and job control. Job demands are those 

elements that require efforts from employees while job control are those elements that indicates 

the liberty of employees to decide on their performance. Job demands may negatively affect 

innovativeness but job control mediates the impacts. When employees have control on their 

performance, they are likely to be innovative since they are given freedom to share what they 

know and provide their own capability to make the service of high quality. 

 Risks are always present in every initiative. For innovative employees, it is observed that 

they are less afraid of failure. They believe that there is a possibility of failure but they are still 

willing to try. Despite this fact, more employees still demonstrate contrary reactions against risk 

taking since other factors also exist that affect their decisions. Larawan (2011) concluded in her 

study that the employees in the teaching service who are afraid to risks are also those that are less 

innovative. These individuals are affected by their environment and their psychosocial concerns. 
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During hesitations, it is important to note about the role of motivation factors in employee 

innovativeness. 

 

5.3 Employee	Motivation	
  

To be innovative, employees are required to be able and willing (Paalanen & Hyypia 2008; 

Cadwallader, Jarvis, Bitner, & Ostrom 2009). The abilities of employees as discussed earlier 

form certain cognitive competence, expertise, knowledge on relevant tasks, essential technical 

skills, and personal qualities. Willingness, on the other hand, forms employee satisfaction and 

motivation. The employees’ abilities determine the tasks that their capacity can manage to do 

while motivation determines their willingness to do such tasks (Paalanen & Hyypia 2008). 

Employee satisfaction and motivation is highly related to their needs just like what the 

motivation theories suggest. 

The literature has repeatedly pointed out about the importance of intrinsic motivation in 

the achievement of innovativeness. A definite level of internal force is required for an employee 

to be driven during challenges attached to innovativeness (Parzefall, Seeck, & Leppanen 2008: 

170). De Zilva and Wong (2012) mention that higher level of motivation among the employees 

result to higher service quality. Paalanen and Hyypia (2008) also agree with this claim and they 

suggest that motivating employees rather than giving orders is essential in organizational 

progress. It has something to do with their perseverance in achieving the organizational 

objectives. Cadwallader, Jarvis, Bitner, and Ostrom (2009) mention about intrinsic motivation 

specifically the employee’s intention to perform which is more important than other motivation 

factors. Despite the favor that studies are giving to intrinsic motivation, Bengtsson, Ekman, and 
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Soderstrom (2011) regarded incentives which is an extrinsic motivation factor as constant in all 

motivation strategies.  

Motivation keeps the employee’s focus on the improvement of his or her performance 

despite of overwhelming challenges. Motivation brings positive tension inside the workplace and 

puts desire for employee to excel. Workplace atmosphere may be influenced by other factors like 

the type of management, relevant tasks, and conditions within the workplace but motivation has 

a greater impact on the drive of employees (Parzefall, Seeck, & Leppanen 2008: 170). It is 

therefore possible that aside from recruiting individuals who possess innovative skills, a 

company can strategize on the development of innovativeness among its existing employees. 

This can be done by promoting a work environment which is supporting and encouraging. More 

general training also helps in the development of innovativeness skills among the employees. 

This satisfies the acceptance needs and esteem needs in Maslow’s hierarchy of needs or the 

relationship and growth needs in Alderfer’s ERG theory of motivation.  

 It takes an effective leader to motivate employees to be innovative. Employees can be 

assigned tasks and they are expected to accomplish them sufficient. However, innovativeness 

requires that employees demonstrate more than what their job requires. To achieve this, 

employees need to be motivated to perform more than what their superiors ask from them. 

Frimpong and Fan (2010) suggest the importance of employee recognition in making employees 

satisfied which leads to success. 

 Motivation is regarded as a major issue in management studies since this process is a 

very challenging matter that should receive attention. It is a complex process since diverse 

factors relates to its success like employee position, age, task, behavior of manager, support from 

the leaders, reward systems, and others. In fact, motivational theories have been developed by 
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theorists in order to aid in the understanding of the phenomenon and to serve as framework for 

companies when trying to implement motivation strategies.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS	
 

Results from the analysis show that innovativeness cannot be fully separated from 

innovation. Innovativeness is central to innovation which is the key to organizational progress 

and can succeed through the willingness of employees to participate. This claim is common to 

the fifteen studies chosen for the analysis of management of motivation and innovativeness 

within the service industry. To achieve innovativeness among the employees in the service 

industry, companies need to ensure that their needs are satisfied. Satisfaction of needs of the 

employees motivates and inspires them to perform for the common goal. It also ensures that 

employees produce the best results.  

It can be observed that all the selected studies give importance to the role of employee 

innovativeness to the whole process of innovation. Due to this fact, companies are required to 

take employee motivation seriously.  

Another common concept from most of the studies is the importance of giving the 

employees the authority to be innovative. This means that employees are required to be given 

their freedom to show what they’ve got and perform according to what they perceived will 

enhance the quality of service as long as they are within the bounds of the organizational policy. 

In the service industry, employees directly connect to the customers since the production 

and consumption of service is simultaneous. Employees represent the organization and 

customers see them as the organization. Every employee performance affects the perceptions of 

the customers about the service organization. It is therefore crucial for employees to be 

innovative in serving the customers to produce best results. It is also important that employees 

are willing to be innovative.  
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Analysis on results related by the chosen studies show that innovativeness can be 

showcased in two instances. In the first instance, employees can choose to be innovative to 

improve an existing service to enhance customer satisfaction. Innovativeness in this case 

involves creativity, resourcefulness, and imagination of the employees. In the second instance, 

innovativeness can be showcased in the process of innovation. The process starts from idea 

generation, materialization of the idea, and finally commercialization. Innovativeness of 

employees in this instance is asked during the first phase which is the idea generation. This is 

more than the employees are assigned to do. Willingness to perform beyond their duties is 

crucial. During innovation, motivation is often challenging since the responsibility of successful 

execution is at the hands of the employees too.  

There are several ways through which innovativeness is motivated in an organization of 

service industries. The motivational theories discussed in the current study include the Maslow’s 

hierarchy of needs, Alderfer’s ERG theory, Herzberg’s Motivation-Hygiene theory, and 

McClelland’s theory. All of these theories regard individual needs as the motivational factors for 

employees. However, in the current study, it can be observed that acceptance needs or the related 

needs have a greater impact on the innovativeness of employees. Considering the employees as 

company assets empowers them and makes them feel that they are important. Promoting 

collaboration and communication within the organization also help in building good 

interpersonal relations. Each employee gets to feel that he or she is accepted by the co-workers 

which satisfy the belongingness need. Primary needs which include money and other essential 

for existence just motivate the employees to do what they are tasked to do. Satisfaction of more 

advanced employee needs like the acceptance needs through the value needs motivate them to 

possess willingness to be innovative. 
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Results from the current study is significant since the existing literature is providing only 

a little number of articles with regards to the relationship of motivation factors to services 

innovation and its effects on organizational progress. Most of the articles available in the 

literature focus on product innovation and on manufacturing (De Jong, Bruins, Dolfsma, & 

Meijaard 2003: 51). Even at present, there is no significant progress on the literature with regards 

to innovativeness within the service industry. The current study creates awareness of this gap 

which may lead to further studies related to the field. 

Findings from the current study will help assist managers in the service industry in 

constructing effective and efficient training on innovativeness and formulating business 

strategies aimed at enhancing the service performance of employees which can lead to customer 

satisfaction and encourage loyalty. An overview of the relationship between motivation and 

innovation provides a deeper understanding of issues that confront service managers. Insights 

can then be obtained to enhance the relationship between the organization and the customers 

through focusing on delivery of customer-contact services. Acquisition of highly motivated and 

innovative employees in the service industry will ensure that service organizations will continue 

to uphold a competitive advantage in the long run.  
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7. LIMITATIONS	AND	FURTHER	RESEARCH	
 

 Results and its verifiability has some limitations of this study. For a qualitative research 

that is used in this study, some of the encountered limitations are time constraints, lack of 

available data, lack of verifiable information, limited number of prior research on the topic, and 

the measure of data collection. When there are limited number of sources of data regarding 

motivation and innovativeness among the mentioned service organizations, the scope of analysis 

is also limited. It is also difficult to find trends and significant relationships among the objects of 

research. This should be properly uncovered in the study. However, this does not always leave a 

negative impact on the study since this means that further study is needed for the topic. The same 

is true when there is lack of prior research studies regarding the topic. This could mean limited 

foundation for the current research. In all types of study, data gathering procedures can be 

considered as a limitation since there is a possibility that in the data analysis process, the 

researcher may realize that the data gathering procedure may be insufficient for deeper 

interpretation. Being aware of this limitation could provide careful method of data collection in 

order to avoid problems at the latter part of the study. 

 Aside from methodological limitations of the study, there are also limitations that exist 

for the researcher. First is the access to information. The current study need to develop access to 

the human resource management system of the service organizations to explore motivation 

strategies adopted. For some reasons, access may be limited which can endanger data collection 

and eventually interpretation of results. 

 The service industry is broad and complex. Furthermore, the concept of motivation and 

innovativeness creates many-sided ideas. For this study, the focus is only on the impacts of 
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belongingness or acceptance need theories of motivation on the innovativeness of employees in 

the service industry. These theories are the most relevant since the service industry is highly 

involved in social activities and interpersonal relations.  
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